Color Workshop
Marjory Wilson
marjorywilson@gmail.com

Supplies needed for class
• Paints- use your favorite medium oil, acrylic or watercolor
  Titanium White
  Cadmium Yellow light
  Cadmium Yellow Medium
  Cadmium Red Medium
  Alizarine Crimson
  Ultramarine Blue
  Cobalt Blue
  Burnt Seinna
  Raw Umber

You can bring other color if you have them but this is what we will start with. This (right) is an expanded palette if you are interested.

• 10 8” x 10” (or larger) boards or pads of canvas or paper sheets for color exercises
• Canvas or sheet of watercolor paper 16 x 20 or larger
• 1/2” flat, round and filbertt brushes and other sizes if you have them
• Jar for water or turps
• Palette(s) to mix paints
• Color Wheel
• Pencil & Eraser
• Ruler or T-Square